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Reference No: 

COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS FORM
This form should be submitted within 2 months of the issue complained about, or 
within 2 months from the publication of the examination committee decision. 
•	 Before	submitting	this	form,	please	consider	speaking	to	a	member	of	staff,	e.g.	a	Student	Disputes	Officer,	the	

Brookes	Union	Advice	Service	or	your	Student	Support	Co-ordinator.	They	will	be	able	to	help	you	with	the	procedure.		

•	 Please	refer	to	the	Appeals	and	Complaints	Regulations	before	submitting	this	form.		They	can	be	found	under	
‘University	Regulations’	from	Brookes	website.

•	 Evidence	must	be	included	with	this	form.	If	you	cannot	supply	any,	please	give	a	reason.

•	 Please	send	this	form	to	‘studentdisputes@brookes.ac.uk’		or	hand	in	it	at	the	Student	Central	desk	in	the	John	Henry	
Brookes	Building	on	Headington	Campus.	

Name:	 Student	Number:

Telephone	number:

Contact	Details	Term	time	address	and	home	address	(if	different	from	home	address)	

Term	time	address:	

E-mail:	

Home	address:

Module	number(s)	(if	applicable): 

DETAILS

PTO

GROUP COMPLAINT
•	 If	this	is	a	group	complaint	(not	applicable	for	academic	appeals)	please	list	the	names	and	student	numbers	of	all	

students	wishing	to	be	part	of	the	complaint,	in	the	box	below.	The	above	named	student	shall	be	responsible	for	
communicating	all	decisions	to	the	rest	of	the	group	complainants.	A	Student	Disputes	Officer	will	check	with	all	those	
named,	to	ensure	they	are	happy	to	be	included.	



IS THIS A COMPLAINT OR APPEAL?
This	form	covers	the	University	Academic	Appeals	and	Complaints	Procedures.	

A	complaint	is	a	specific	issue	regarding	the	provision	of	a	course	of	study,	e.g.	teaching	and	academic	facilities.	It	also	
covers	the	provision	of	other,	non-academic	services,	e.g.	transport,	accommodation,	resources.	

An	appeal	is	a	request	for	a	review	of	the	decision	of	an	examination	committee.	An	Examination	Committee	is	
responsible	for	assessment	of	specified	modules	and	for	considering	student	progress	and	awards.	

Please	indicate	whether	you	think	this	is	a	Complaint	or	an	Appeal	by	ticking	(✔)	one	of	the	boxes	below.	If	it	falls	into	
both,	please	tick	both	boxes.	

❑ Complaint	 ❑ Appeal*

*An	Appeal	can	be	based	on	one	or	more	grounds,	if	you	think	your	dispute	relates	to	one	or	more	of	these,	please	tick	
applicable	boxes.

❑		 (a)	the	assessment	was	not	conducted	in	accordance	with	the	regulations	for	the	programme.

❑		 b)	the	judgement	of	an	examiner(s)	was	affected	by	personal	bias.

❑		 c)	there	was	an	administrative	error	or	some	other	irregularity	in	the	conduct	of	the	assessment	causing	the	
assessment	decision	to	be	significantly	different.	

In order to process correctly, please note, the final decision to which procedure your dispute falls under and 
which grounds will be taken by the Student Disputes Officer.

NATURE OF THE APPEAL OR COMPLAINT
SUMMARY
Please	include	a	detailed	summary	of	the	main	points	and	outline	any	steps	you	have	already	taken	to	resolve	your	issue.		
You	may	also	attach	a	separate	statement	(Please	write	‘see	attached’	in	the	below	box).

It	is	important	to	include	all	relevant	points.	This	should	normally	be	achievable	in	less	than	1,000	words.	To	help	focus	
your	summary,	it	is	recommended	you	do	not	exceed	2,000	words.	
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p0075778
Sticky Note
The student has explained why they are now making the complaint. 

p0075778
Sticky Note
The student has explained and attached the evidence and indicated why it corroborates the complaint

p0075778
Sticky Note
The student has attempted to resolved the problem prior to making a complaint



YOUR DESIRED OUTCOME	(If	there	is	something	specific	you	want	the	University	to	do	in	response	to	your	
complaint,	please	write	this	in	the	below	box).	

YOUR EVIDENCE	(If	you	cannot	provide	evidence,	please	explain	why	you	cannot	in	the	below	box).

p0075778
Sticky Note
The student has indicated two possible ways the University could satisfactorily resolved the situation and they are directly linked to the errror

p0075778
Sticky Note
Clear evidence attached



 

CONFIDENTIALITY
In	order	to	investigate,	clarify	and	pursue	your	appeal,	it	will	normally	be	necessary	to	discuss	relevant	details	of	your	
case	with	staff	members.	This	will	be	done	with	consideration	for	confidentiality	and	information	will	only	be	shared	if	it	is	
necessary.	

If	you	do	not	wish	for	us	to	discuss	your	case	with	appropriate	members	of	staff,	please	tick	this	box.	❑    
Please	note	that	by	ticking	this	box,	you	will	be	contacted	about	possible	next	steps.	

DECLARATION
I	believe	that	the	above	information	is	accurate. 

Signature*:	………………………………………………………………………		Date**:	…………………………

*	You	only	need	to	sign	if	handing	in	a	hard	copy	of	this	form.	Typing	initials	will	suffice	if	sending	electronically.
**	Applicable	timescales	will	begin	from	the	date	this	form	is	received	by	the	Student	Disputes	Officer.


	Stu no: 15XXXXXX
	Name: XXXXXXXXXX
	Tel no: 07XXXXXXXXX
	Home address: AddressPostcode
	Term time address: 
	Email: XXXXXX@brookes.ac.uk
	Module no: UXXXX
	Group complaint: 
	Summary:  I am a transfer student going into second year study ( XXXXXX and XXXXXXXX). I was informed of compulsory modules due to the fact I transferring to a slightly different course. Recently I have been informed that I would have to pay for these extra modules at £440 each with three modules that would be £1,320 that my loan does not cover that I am expected to pay. If i had been made aware of these extra costs I would have not enrolled in this course.  My Problem with this is that i cannot afford the extra costs of these modules. In addition, I was not informed prior to me starting  the course that it was going to cost more than my yearly tuition fee which is financed by SFE. I have spoken to the module coordinator and these modules are compulsory.  I have also spoken to the student Unions financial adviser and she explained i cannot access immediate funding for these modules.   I appear to have not been given the required information when I agreed to the place I was offered on this course.I am aware that by the end of week 4 I will be charged for the first semester. Therefore this adds an urgency to sorting this situation out as I will have to leave the course if as i cannot afford this.I hope we can work together to sort this matter out as quickly as possible.  P.S I have attached the only email I have received regarding the extra modules. Note that the email does not contain any indication to extra cost that I would incur.  
	Desired outcome: I hope that I can continue this course as I agreed to do this course without being told of these costs. The outcome will be one of these three, as far I can can see, these modules being funded to me due to the nature of this situation, I am made exempt from these modules and I carry on with my level 5 modules, or I am going to leave my place at the course.I really hope we can work together to resolve this.
	Check Box6: Off
	signature: XX
	Date: XX/XX/2015
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	Your Evidence: Subject:          Application to Oxford Brookes XXXXXXXX         From:          XXXXXX (XXXXXX@brookes.ac.uk)          To:          XXXXXXX@brookes.ac.uk;          Cc:          XXXXXXX@brookes.ac.uk;                            Date:          Tuesday, 3 March 2015, 10:59            Dear Student Thank you for your recent application to Oxford Brookes. I am delighted to let you know that the department are able to offer you a place in the second year of the combined honours XXXXXX and XXXXXXXX programme. This offer is conditional on you achieving an average of 55% in the remaining 60 credits of your first year at the University of XXXXX. I have put this offer on UCAS and you will be able to see this in the next few days. During your second year, you will need to take our XXXXXXXX compulsory modules but the team will advise you on how to do this when you are here. If you have any questions about the course or how your programme will work, please contact us again.  Kind regards,XXXXXX Oxford Brookes University Academic & Student Affairs Admissions Office    


